Graziella arrives in Egypt: the megastore was inaugurated in Cairo
The company from Arezzo continues its strategy, aiming at direct supervision of the most important markets
The megastore, structured around six hundred square meters, will expand the brand's business horizons

AREZZO - Graziella arrives in Egypt. The company from Arezzo, specialized in the made in Italy luxury sector,
is pursuing an international consolidation project with direct supervision of the most interesting territories in
terms of business. Therefore, in order to meet these objectives, the brand has opened its second megastore
based in Cairo, after the one already present in Istanbul. The Egyptian capital, crucial hub for the gold market of
the entire country, will become one of Graziella's main business hubs in North Africa with this over six hundred
square meter structure whereby the entire range of products will be introduced, where consumer trends can be
supervised and where daily relations with buyers and local distributors can be maintained.
The megastore, structured on five levels, is located in a strategic position because it is in the heart of where most
Egyptian businesses are located and in one of the most visited tourist locations of the city, the souk Khan EnKhalili, Cairo's main marketplace and the second in the Middle East for size after the one in Istanbul. This
general headquarters of Graziella was designed and directly implemented by the Executive Vice President,
Giacomo Gori who, in February 2015 started handling the first business relationships in the African country and
who just last December kicked off the construction works that were completed only after eleven months with
the inauguration held in the presence of important wholesalers and buyers of the city. "Culture and history explained Gori - make Egypt an important gold market, where there is now a constant increase in younger consumers searching for
Western products as well. These features perfectly blend with Graziella's identity which in recent years has tried to draw its
traditional goldmaking techniques closer to the latest fashion trends and has identified Cairo as a strategic base from which to expand
its business horizons".
Modern and multifunctional, the megastore has been structured on the model of Istanbul, with a series of levels
that start from an exhibition area of all of Graziella's products and items (jewelry, handbags and watches) up to
its representative offices where customers are met, the market is studied and operational strategies are
implemented. Graziella's next step will be represented by the opening of a third center in Algiers in January
2017, further enhancing the direct control of the most important geographical areas.
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